Tinashe Mazaiwana
Demographics
Ethnicity
Age
Gender
Status
Interest
Occupation		
Location

Personality
Zimbabwean
20
Female
Single
Men
Quinnipiac University

North Andover, MA

“Worrying gets you no where. I know that
everything will work itself out in the end.”
About

Tinashe is a cheerful person who attracts positive things in her life. She has a love for
different cultures such as Japanese, Korean, and Spanish culture. Tinashe enjoys watching
Japanese anime, drawing Japanese anime, reading Japanes manga, and listening to Japanese
songs. For Korean culture she enjoys watching Kdramas, she loves their very unique and
creative fashion sense, and listening to Kpop music (and secretly knows that she is going
to marry her favorite idol, Taeyang, in the future). With Spanish culture, Tinashe enjoys
listening and dancing to the music. She loves the language and plans to learn how to fluently
speak Spanish. She also loves Spain and plans on living there in the future. Tinashe balances
out between being a homebody and going out. When she is at home she spends her time
watching Netflix, or drawing, or painting, or dancing. She currently attends Quinnipiac
University and is majoring in graphic design and minoring in Spanish.

Influences
_Family
_School
_Friends

User Goals

_Easy to navigate
_ Appearance
_Accomplish purpose

Motivations
_Family
_Food
_Kpop Music

Frustrations
_Interruptions
_Ignorance
_Slow

Extraversion (E)
Tinashe is an animated and outgoing person,
especially when she is surrounded by her
friends. She loves talking and working out
her ideas out loud rather than thinking inside
her head.
Intuition (N)
Tinashe likes to imagine all the various
possibilities rather than focusing on reality.
To her, the sky is the limit and there are
endless options.

Feeling (F)
Tinashe likes to see the best in others, rather
than pointing out their flaws and she is a
warm person.
Perceiving (P)
Tinashe would rather leave her options open
as opposed to being locked down to one idea.
To her, rules and deadlines are bendable. She
improvises a lot and comes up with ideas as
she goes.

Openness

Neuroticism
80%

low						

Technology Skills
Internet
Software
Mobil/tablet apps
Social Networks
				

high

low						

Device Platforms

high

